Storage
Microsoft Exchange e-mail system used
by more than 18,000 state employees. He
pointed to the example of a request for a
year’s worth of e-mail for 30 users — a
fairly common query. If the users’ mail
was scattered across multiple Exchange
mail stores, a discovery job of that size
could take as long as six to eight hours
per user using the backup software as a
retrieval tool.
To alleviate this burden, Lilly and his
team evaluated e-mail archiving systems.
After testing systems from all the major
players in the market, they selected Mimosa’s NearPoint e-mail archiving solution and deployed it late last year.
Lilly said NearPoint, coupled with an
Exchange server consolidation, will shrink
the e-mail searching windows from hours
to about 15 minutes. Those dramatic re-

sults, however, won’t arrive until the
archive has a year’s worth of employee
e-mail stored.
In addition to speeding discovery requests, the e-mail archive provides for
more reliable retrieval. The backup and
disaster recovery system the staff used
could miss e-mail messages deleted between backup sessions. Lilly also cited the
advantage of NearPoint’s ability to track
the history of e-mails flowing through the
organization. The archive now tracks the
progress of e-mail as messages are forwarded from person to person.
But as agencies retool technology for
compliance, they should also plan for the
ongoing management of archiving systems. Jim Smid, data center practice manager at Apptis Technology Solutions, said
most government bodies struggle with

how to do e-mail archiving and who
should be responsible for it. To wit: Will
the job go to an Exchange administrator,
storage administrator or compliance
officer?
“E-mail archiving really requires
somebody who is responsible for the care
and feeding of those systems,” Smid said.

Virtual impact
Server virtualization has swept through
government agencies looking to consolidate servers and trim expenses. This approach partitions a single physical server
into multiple virtual machines that can
independently run operating systems and
applications.
Virtualization on the server side has
significant ramifications for storage. Jim
Damoulakis, chief technology officer at

ENTERPRISE STORAGE:

The forces of change
CHANGE AGENT

STORAGE IMPACT

ACTION PLAN

Regulatory/legal compliance

High
Places large demands on laborintensive processes associated
with electronic records discovery
and retrieval.

Identify an electronic records point
person; establish policies; test
and evaluate new automation
systems.

Server virtualization

High
Affects backup routines and procedures such as capacity planning
and coordination among server
and storage administrators.

Inventory the organization’s applications and determine resource
requirements; consider backup
and recovery strategy; train administrators on managing storage in a
virtualized environment.

Green IT

Varies
A shift away from stand-alone storage devices to shared storage on a
network will require new equipment investments for those who
have not started that switch.

Broaden energy conservation
focus to include storage.

Cloud computing

Medium
Most agencies have yet to tap
commercial services, but some
develop in-house storage-as-aservice programs as a way to better allocate IT costs.

Keep an eye on commercial developments; evaluate potential of acting as an internal storage-as-aservice provider.
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